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          Classes of Frame and Desktop ([*.FRM] and [*.DSK] files)





     1. Frame
    2. Desktop



     1. Frame


     "FRM" is a resource file properly for a one frame (window) only.
It is performed as a text source code in C++ (or Java) -alike language.

     Each FRM file (or stream) has a header (containing proper variables)
and number of classes declared in the Controls-section, describing visual
components from the VCL (see documentation on VCL) which are embedded into
the window.

     There is a special section called "Mask", wherein a number building
components of appropriate style classes (see documentation on ITF-format)
are quoted to take a part in assemblage a window.

     If some building component is not supposed to take a part in the window,
then it becomes possible through 3 ways :
  
     1) empty value is quoted against appropriate class;
     2) word "None" is assigned to the class;
     3) line with this class is simply omitted.


     Any kind of errors or unexactnesses causes avioding the components,
but not the run-time errors.

     Number of spaces (or blank text lines) is not considered by in-built
resources compiler.

     For examples, see demonstration package "OpenGUI".














     Below is a format of Window resource (example) :

Class "tUniFrame" {

 Title="Apple Macintosh #1"
 IconSrc="IMAGES\rivets.bmp"

 WState=1
 maxCoordinates=(50, 50, 400, 300)
 iconCoordinates=(10, 10, 80, 80)

 ITFSrc="Macinto.ITF"

 Mask={
   [...building classes section...]
 }

 Controls={
   [...VCL classes...]
 }

}

    where: Class             - keyword for ANY class
                "tUniFrame"  - name for unificated frame class
                Mask             - declaration of Mask-section
                Controls       - declaration of Controls-section

     Keywords for parameters:

            Title           - title of the window (icon)
            IconSrc     - icon source used for iconized window

            WState      - state of the window "on-load"
                                 (0 - iconized; 1 - spreaded)

            maxCoordinates  - startup coordinates for spreaded window
            iconCoordinates - startup coordinates for iconized window

            ITFSrc       - source for interface style file (stream),
                                 used for drawing some parts of the window and VC

            {...} - open and closing brackets for ALL classes.

















     2. Desktop

     Desktop is a superior class in the hierarchy of OpenGUI.


     Desktop is a holder of inner system resources of all kinds (both
low-level and high-level resources).

     * Images and fonts are considered the low-level resources.
       Windows and interfaces are considered the high-level resources.
 
      All kinds of resources are united under and managed by the special
       inner structures, called "registrators", which provide dynamic
       registration process known as "load-on-call".

     Desktop catches, handles with and distributes the events (mouse, keyboard,
other).
  
     It provides a parallelization of the Drag'n'Drop-, Resize-processes and
auto-shaping for the cursor pointer.

     It enables developer and/or user to call context menues (performed as
the popup panels).

     * For hierarchical popup menues see format on RC-files
       in Windows (R) and the examples from the demonstration package
       "OpenGUI".


     It provides economic distribution of the memory throughout the system.



     "DSK" is a resource file properly for a currently loaded Desktop.
It is performed as a text source code in C++ (or Java) -alike language.

     Each DSK file (or stream) has a header (containing proper variables)
and a number of windows quoted in the Windows-section. These windows are
loaded on starting up the system and arranged in the order LIFO, so that,
last one becomes upper (active) window (able to catch VC events).

     Any kind of errors or unexactnesses causes avioding the components,
but not the run-time errors.

     Number of spaces (or blank text lines) is not considered by in-built
resources compiler.

     For examples, see demonstration package "OpenGUI".








     Below is a format of Desktop resource (example) :

Class "tDesktop" {

 Name="Macintosh Desktop"
 Designer="Miroslav A. Kharchuk"

 VideoMode=8
 Wallpaper="IMAGES\pattern2.bmp"
 Font={"FONTS\timpani.fnt", (0, 0, 0, 1)}

 Windows={
  "Mac_1.FRM"
  "Mac_2.FRM"
  "Mac_3.FRM"
  [...]
 }

}

     where: Class            - keyword for ANY class
                 "tDesktop"    - name for Desktop class
                 Windows      - declaration of Windows-section
 
     Keywords for parameters:

            Name              - proper name of the desktop
            Designer        - name of designer

            * Parameters "Name" and "Designer" can be omitted.

            VideoMode    - number of video-mode (color and resolution)
            Wallpaper      - wallpaper image source file
            Font                - font, used for drawing a text under icons,
                                      and in the context menu

                          * Format of the font record see in documentation
                            on ITF- and FRM-resources.








*** Windows (R) is a registered name of Microsoft Corp. for OS Windows.


